HOW GOVERNOR ALLEN TOOK UP THE REINS OF PORTO RICAN GOVERNMENT.
A PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCOUNT.

Governor Allen landing at San Juan harbor on April 27th at twelve o'clock.

HOW KANSAS CITY WILL
WILL TAKE CARE OF ITS CROWD.

Visitors Will Have Much Difficultly Kept From Them by System.

Several instances of disorder will be expected to trouble the proceedings of the night and may have to be made.

The Marine Corps passing Review Island Plaza Principal on May 1st.

AN ANCIENT RESORT IN A NEW DRESS.

UHRIGS CAVE

The Man With the Hoe.

Kearsarge and Alabama to Figure in a Peace Incident.

THREE FAMOUS OLD NAMES WILL BE LINKED TOGETHER IN A CHARMING SENTIMENT.

The Marine Corps passing Review Island Plaza Principal on May 1st.